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Abstract. This research article attempts to conceptualize and operationalize the
concept of engagement in videogame-play as consumer videogame engagement
that comprises both psychological and behavioral dimensions. Accordingly, this
study has developed a scale for measuring consumer videogame engagement
through following the steps of scale development. Next, the study has collected
data on two samples. Besides, this study has applied SPSS 22.0 version and
SEM-PLS approach to analyze the data on two samples and to validate the
construct of consumer videogame engagement. Based on the study results, an
instrument has proven to be a valid source for measuring engagement in
videogames as well as a reflective-formative and multi-dimensional construct.
This study contributes to the videogame literature as it considers consumer
videogame engagement as a multi-dimensional construct comprising on cog-
nitive, affective and behavioral engagement. It further validates the scale of
consumer videogame engagement as reflective-formative model among video-
game players.
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1 Introduction

Literature indicates that several studies have put their efforts to develop an instrument
to measure engagement in videogame playing. Among all the studies, a study by [1],
was the first research who developed an instrument to measure the subjective experi-
ence of videogame-play based on these dimensions “gameflow, cognitive-absorption
and presence” and named it as game-experience questionnaire or GEQ. Another
subsequent study done by [2] who developed a scale named as game engagement
questionnaire or GEQ with combination of four constructs “flow, presence, absorption
and immersion” to measure player’s engagement in videogame. Again, this study has
also used almost similar dimensions as it was used in the following study [1]. In similar
vein, a recent study [3] has reviewed the model of game engagement construct given by
[2]. In this study, the author has discussed that three of the dimensions of game
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engagement questionnaire such as “flow, immersion and presence” [2] are interrelated
to the subjective experience of videogame-play but absorption is similar to flow con-
struct so, it is better not to consider in the measurement of game-engagement ques-
tionnaire. According to [3], a new revised construct of game-engagement comprises the
following dimensions “flow, presence, involvement and immersion” that can be
applied to examine the subjective experience of videogame play.

Doing a critical review of prior researches that have developed and used engage-
ment scale in their studies. The current study has concluded with the following limi-
tations; first, this study finds that mostly studies have only considered psychological
constructs (flow, presence and absorption) and have ignored the importance of using
behavioral dimensions to examine the subjective experience of videogame play as well
as measure the player’ engagement in video games [1–3]. Secondly, these studies have
not properly conceptualized and operationalized the term engagement and immersion
in their studies.

Moreover, several studies have stated that engagement in videogame, is a
multi-dimensional construct [4, 5]. Among these studies, only a study by [4] who really
captured the meaning of engagement on a multi-dimensional level. But, the problem
with the following study [4] is, authors have misspecified the construct of game
immersion as reflective-reflective construct (A reflective measurement model is; when
items share a common theme, items are exchangeable and deleting or adding an item
does not change the conceptual meaning of the construct [6]) on first and second order
construct. Rather, the construct of game immersion seems to be as reflective-formative
construct that means reflective on first order and formative on second order construct (A
formative measurement is; when items do not require to have a shared common theme,
items are not replaceable and deleting and adding an item can change the conceptual
meaning of the construct [6]). The decision behind calling a game immersion construct
as reflective-formative was drawn on basis of reviewing the following study [6] that has
discussed the important decision rules for specifying the construct as reflective or
formative.

Therefore, the current study considers the limitations of past studies and takes an
initiative to first conceptualize and operationalize the term engagement in videogames
as “consumer video-game engagement” and develops a new scale with combination of
psychological as well as behavioral dimensions in order to measure engagement in
videogame-playing in more advanced level. Moreover, this study aims to validate a
newly developed construct among the videogame consumers. The present study is first
in videogame literature which considers both psychological and behavioral dimensions
for measuring consumer video-game engagement. Secondly, this study considers the
importance of both reflective and formative constructs in explaining and measuring the
construct of consumer videogame engagement on higher order construct. Thirdly, this
study applies the concept of marketing and consumer research, especially the definition
of consumer engagement and its related dimensions (cognitive, affective and behav-
ioral) that have been discussed in the following studies [7, 8] in order to conceptualize
and operationalize the construct of consumer videogame engagement.
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2 Conceptualization of Consumer Videogame Engagement

This study follows the definition of engagement given by [7, 8] as “Engagement is a
multidimensional construct which is subject to a context-specific expression of relevant
cognitive, emotional, and behavioral dimensions”. The author of the study [8], has
further added that engagement is a process which reveals as a result of two-way
communications between the engagement-subject (consumer/customer) and a particu-
lar engagement-object such as a product, service or a brand, which leads to generate
consumer engagement states (cognitive, affective and behavioral). On the basis of
above stated definition, this study conceptualizes consumer videogame engagement as
“A psychological state that triggers due to two-way interactions between the consumer
and videogame product, which generates different level of consumer engagement states
(cognitive, affective and behavioral)”.

3 Scale Development and the Validation of Consumer
Videogame Engagement

This study adopts the scale development procedure given by [9, 10]. This study first
compiles the measurement scales as already reported in the literature which is
specifically relevant to the following dimensions: conscious-attention, absorption
(cognitive engagement), dedication, enthusiasm (affective engagement), social inter-
action and interaction (behavioral engagement). The items on the following dimensions
such as conscious attention, six items (Items 1 to 6) from [11], item7 from [12] and
item8 from [13] are adapted in this study. Absorption scale adapted from [14].
Whereas, dedication items as item1 from [15] and item2 to item7 from [16] and the
items of enthusiasm are adapted from the study of [11]. However, social connection
scale is adapted as item1 to item4 from [11] and remaining items 5,6 and 7 from [17].
Finally, interaction scale is adapted from [14]. Overall, the study has generated 39
items, which were further evaluated for the content validity by 4 PhD students and two
experts to assess the content of consumer videogame engagement. Based on their
comments, this study has revised certain items.

For first-time data collection, 200 questionnaires were distributed among university
teenage students who play videogames aged 16-19, out of which 160 questionnaires
were returned with a response rate of 80 %. Out of 160 questionnaires, 134 valid cases
were left after treating the missing values and biased responses. The data were further
analyzed for exploratory factor analysis (EFA) as well as for internal consistency and
the results are shown in the Table 1. After finding the satisfactory results, this study
continued to second-time data collection, 350 questionnaires were distributed and
collected 290 responses with response rate of 83 %. After treating missing values and
biased responses, we were left with 265 valid cases that were used for further analysis.

SEM-PLS (Structural equation modeling-partial least squares) was employed to
validate the construct of consumer videogame engagement because, it has both
reflective and formative constructs [18]. For reflective construct, this study involves the
estimation of internal consistency, convergent validity and discriminant validity.
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Whereas, the evaluation of a formative construct follows different guidelines like
testing of multicollinearity, indicator weights, and redundancy analysis.

Initially, a reflective measurement model was assessed for its convergent validity
and achieved confirmatory factor loadings (CFA) greater than 0.70, composite relia-
bility ranged from 0.89 to 0.92, while AVE were in between 0.61 to 0.75. All criteria of
convergent validity were met. Discriminant validity was evaluated through newly
introduced method called Heterotrait-Monotrait ratio (HTMT) of correlations [19] and
found that all values have passed the critical value of HTMT .85 as in Table 2.

Table 1. Shows results of both first and second time data collection

Table 2. Discriminant validity (HTMT Ratio)

Absorp ConsAtten Dedicate Enthusi Interact SocialConn

Absorp
ConsAtten 0.683
Dedicate 0.656 0.836
Enthusi 0.806 0.73 0.697
Interact 0.582 0.618 0.654 0.661
SocialConn 0.414 0.576 0.46 0.561 0.621
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This study has assessed the three criteria for the evaluation of formative measure-
ment model as suggested by [20]. The first criteria is to assess the convergent validity
also termed as redundancy analysis. The results indicate that the path coefficient
between consumer video-game engagement and global measure is 0.826, which is
higher than the threshold value of 0.80 as recommended by [20] and thus, depicting that
the formative constructs have achieved the convergent validity. Second, the study has
checked the collinearity issues and found that there is no multicollinearity issue because,
all values shown in the Table 3, are below the threshold value of 5 as suggested by [20].
Third, this study has assessed the significance of indicator weights as shown in the
Table 3 and found that formative constructs are highly significant at 0.00 level.

4 Conclusion

This study first conceptualized operationalized the construct of consumer videogame
engagement then developed a scale for measuring consumer video-game engagement.
The scale was first validated through EFA and reliability test. Second, the data were
recollected on more respondents for measuring CFA and reflective measurement model
on first order. All results met the criteria for the assessment of reflective measurement
model then second order were created on a formative level. Formative measurement
model was assessed on basis of three criteria given by [20] and results met the criteria
for the evaluation of a formative model.
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